
 
“Reft from Thee” 

 
XII 

 
According to Augusto Monterroso 
there exist only three themes: love   death    and islands 

 
In the desert 

islands are made of water 
 
     but in Southern California 

islands were seepages of hip-deep tar 
 

Marrow has yet to dry in my bones 
     the soul’s feverish salve yet to be drained 
 

This morning I woke to coffee  
    peeled an orange while seated on balcony 

 
I stared over treetops and at foothills  

drying under sun     chaparral suicidally  
secreting combustive oils 
      

         itching for brushfire 
 

  



“Vans Nuys and Environs” 
 

 
VI 

 
Like the teeth of exhumed Chumash or Tongva, her molars were worn to the gums. 
The daily acorns were ground with stone; shards blunted teeth.  Excrement flecked 

with stone-shards, like our morning ablutions congealed with xanthan gum, 
carnauba wax, and glazes.  Her smile would have been a gummy glisten of 

misshapen teeth.    
 
Reverie within dream as I sit on my San Fernando Valley balcony. Just now, one of 

those cats shimmered past a field of parched weeds, clearly, one fang chipped in 
half.   

 
A sloth, felled.   
 

Dust, bellows.  Condors inscribing circles in the categorical blue of the San 
Fernando Valley sky.  Arabesques like mouths that open unto other mouths in 

feeding frenzies.   
 

Confabulating from another cut of California, sick of wars and humanity, Jeffers 
sought succor in the moon-glow and night-herons flapping home.  When the human 
race has been rubbed out, the storms, ocean and the birds will still be here, 

conveying more beauty than La maja desnuda.  
 

Moon will escape from Earth´s gravity, and tides will have evaporated or boiled 
away from the surface, and this sphere will be a cratered field with hellish climate, 
and the sun will bloat like an orange speckled with flies.   

 
There are other chemistries of animal life besides the slow oxidation of 

carbohydrates and amino-acids.  
  



VII 
 

The world below the pitch,  
            this vacant lot: obsidian-eyed wolf spider drags  

egg-sack from sluggish spinneret, 
beetle digs through topsoil 
ant mandible-hauls butterfly  

wing colored like transept rose, 
cobalt 

amber 
flickering like  
sun on water; 

 
 

deeper,  
worms the color of dried  
mustard thread tracery through dirt, deeper, 

mites no larger than pencil´s blunt tip; 
 

then shards,  
arachnid exoskeletons, 

viscous pockets of oil, earth  
blackness like coffee-grounds salted  
with random rodent jaws & claws; 

 
deeper, mollusk bits,  

wood, plant tracery  
from 10,000 years in the past, 
silence weaving with other silences there;  

 
deeper, dire wolves compressing  

under eras beside a sluggish ground sloth;  
phyla gone helter-skelter:  
millipedes preserved in tar  

beside bison bones, snail shells,  
thighbone of hunter;  

 
deeper, rib-cage like 
  Flying-Buttress:  

the Mammoth,  
and then the change suddenly thence  

to the surface,  
puddle the size of kitchen table,  
methane escapes, bubbles, the 

fossil-stew,  
where I stand  

and gaze at the vacant lot: 
 



Sun-daze on brittle weeds, 
oleander bushes, smell of dust,  

and the Valley  
spreading around me   

hills, billboards and haze.  
 
Grey cat leaps from junked Cadillac onto  

cinder brick wall, and my sight  
clicks to crow overhead; 

 
thence 
past the smog,  

past thinning oxygen,  
radiation, beyond the  

blackness to another sphere… 
 
its frigid atmosphere  

of carbon-dioxide,  
rust-red regolith, topsoil  

containing methane traces; 
 

deeper into that red soil,   
spores,  
gnat-sized shells  

of wispy centipedes fossilized; 
 

the change thence 
to life on other spheres,  
lives 

not of carbon,  
not saurian, 

not amoebic, 
perhaps some silicon species    
who may outlive ours?   

 
 

 
 
  



 
“The Natural History of Parking Lots” (extract) 

 
 

    *** 
Sapling, burgeoning in dust, in a red season of brush-fires: you’re like the children 
who live in this motel, families of three or four pent up in lead and asbestos, sturdy 

and unkillable, who shriek and send the crows scattering, and thrash the soccer ball 
about the parking lot; they grow sinewy, stretch to their full stature only to regard 

the arid tar-plains, the junkyards where nothing grows, where the horizon opens 
like a drawn-out yawn.   
  

    *** 
 

 
I listen to the chaparral, to its convocal of flame and dry eastern winds, to the 
rustle of tarantula disturbing the prickly undergrowth, to the stridulation of crickets, 

to ash coating shrubs as sky darkens to gray then to red.  
 

Chaparral reminds me that poets must burn their poems every so often, as lovers 
must violate their promises, only to renew them with ardor. I await this immolation 

the way others wait for rain. The stucco homes, the documents and photographs 
framed and perched above hearths swirl up in blazes.   
 

There is a dryness now in the air as summer ends.  Somewhere, in Pacoima, on the 
hills above Cahuenga or Tujunga, an old stand of chaparral is embossed with its 

flammable secretion.  
 
A spark.         

  



 
 

Play Dead (A Possum Poem) (extracts) 
 

 
I  
 

Not uncommon when I drive 
late-nite    post-party   perhaps X 

on car stereo     or Coltrane     maybe   
spacey Brian Eno asparkle      the wine-darkened haze of thoughts 
   windows down    estival electricity     odor of white coals:     brush- 

fires      hi-beams click to focus     curves of Laurel Canyon   and the car lee- 
warding     rocking softly    and as rubber-smooth sibilance of tires pull 

me around the corner         I spot it      in splif’s quick flick: 
 

scruffy fur   flinty eyes    jittering into the bushes 

   as scaly tail zips from sight 
 

              the possum! 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 



III  
 Libeled as rabies-host          

this creature known as the Virginia Opposum 
is the marsupial American 

                    a petal within the bouquet   
of other marsupials        with distinct skull: small    tight   and long  
 

all survivors    they have adapted to red sands and boulders    woods         
        sub-tropical hills 

      
Tasmanian Devil      Kangaroo      Numbat        Bandicoot     

Bettong         Quooka        Potoroo  

  
          now in the San Fernando terrain:  

 
chaparral and vacant lots peppered with red ants             pink oleander toxicity 
    barbed hair of the tarantula       emaciated coyote      cloudless azure   

black widow’s cottony-tuft of webs beneath wood     white disc in sky     haze 
    asphalt horizon      sage scrub    itch July heat        tics clotted on mountain-

lion  
rattlesnake sniffing prey with scintillation of forked tongue      crow and carrion 

    creeks slender as life in the gaze of one receiving viaticum             jimson 
weed  
 

            The ubiquitous San Fernando Valley possum not a native /  
first trapped in LA: 1906        brought West as pet     or whitetrash stew-meat 

the Virginia Opossum escaped cages      (like the Eastern Fox Squirrels    
 
spread through the citrus orchards     empty lots      walnut groves 

survived  
adapted / adopted     

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 



IV 
  

By night I push my pink nose through  
black humus: syllables     the grain of certain consonants 

the rain when a metaphor opens to the stir of woodlice 
     rain stitching worms through black soil 
and pulls up a rat’s skull     fangs delicate as violin strings 

 
      my pink schnoz snaking beneath mulch of words      each phoneme an ootheca 

similes so serpentine    how they sliver!  
      the mud-splats of sturdy spondees 
and the stew-thick protozoic slime and sweet ooze of consonance  

      my claws stirring a catalog of water   pebbles    burr    brittle weeds of august  
ink splatter of small beetles    orange peel     stale bread     carton  

of milk with contents curdled      husk of wasp’s paper net      the cells scooped 
clean 
 

      Here am I  
scoping the backyards of language     hunkering into ivy     fearing coyote 

scoundrel raccoon                 or emboldened golden retriever  
but gold in the humus      berry in the babble      the chalice: of clay   dung-dew 

     throne woven from sage brush 
 
O Brother Possum   digger & searcher     outcast    

Am not I a possum like thee 
or art not thou  

a Valley Boy like me? 
 

 

… 
 

 
 
 

 
Fragments from this selection have been published in the chapbook Possum Poem 

(Business Bear Press) and Entropy. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 




